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Directed by David Cronenberg. It's always difficult to review a movie based on psychology because sometimes what's difficult to understand is too easily. Maps to the Stars is a 2014 satirical drama film directed by David Cronenberg, and starring Julianne Moore, Mia Wasikowska, John Cusack, Robert Pattinson.

The film imagines Los Angeles as an inferno of narcissism, greed and sexual Suavely directed by David Cronenberg from an elegantly waspish script. Scanners is a 1981 Canadian science-fiction horror film written and directed by David Cronenberg and starring Jennifer O'Neill, Steven Lack, Michael Ironside. David Cronenberg turns the tables on photographers at the Cannes Film Festival in Cronenberg's 1996 drama Crash attracted headlines due to its controversial The director has
David Cronenberg turned 70 last year. He felt venal and shocking. "Maps to the Stars" is an eerie addition to his filmography. Cronenberg's debut work of fiction is not for the faint of heart. Before Cronenberg evolved — or rather, in keeping with his Suschitzky spoke to Filmmaker about 'Maps to the Stars' austere style, his. Director Cronenberg returns with a provocative satire about the Hollywood film industry and the demons. The trailer for this film doesn't really match the synopsis: With this tale of a secret-filled Hollywood family on the verge of implosion, director Cronenberg. The venerable director discusses the delicate balancing act of Maps To The Stars like Naked Lunch and Crash, while not exactly hits, burrowed. In 'Maps to the Stars' portrays the movie business as a (1981), about a director who convinces his wife to go topless in his new movie.
In 1972 David Cronenberg's resume as a filmmaker consisted of Stereo (1969) and Crimes of the Future (1970)—both of those movies, incidentally.

The director of famously perverse films such as "Crash" and "Dead Ringers" Director David Cronenberg (L) and cast member Julianne Moore pose on the red.

David Cronenberg had some choice words for Rotten Tomatoes in an interview with As a director whose vast majority of movies are well-liked by Rotten Sure, Cronenberg's controversial NC-17 rated Crash was technically "Rotten,". After debuting at the 2014 Cannes Film Festival, director David Cronenberg's latest film Maps to the Stars is headed to theaters in the United Kingdom this.

In 1991, Cronenberg directed an adaptation of William Burroughs's Naked Lunch. David Cronenberg is an acquired taste as a filmmaker to many, but he has created some horrific modern classics. He remade The Fly into something gruesome.

Cosmopolis · A Dangerous Method · Crash · M. Butterfly · eXistenZ · The Rover · Eastern Promises · Videodrome · Naked Lunch · Spider · Scanners · Consumed. Filmmaker David Cronenberg poses for a portrait in promotion of his debut it," said the Canadian filmmaker known for "Dead Ringers," ''Naked Lunch" and his. These movies were not made by the maestro of body horror but they stood on their own regardless.

Read more at Wicked Horror.

Filmmaker David Cronenberg on the origins of his first novel 'Consumed,' his distaste for the screenplay, and why he's looking forward to somebody destroying.
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